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HYPERCONVEXITY AND NONEXPANSIVE MULTIFUNCTION

ROBERT SINE

Abstract. It is shown that a ball intersection valued nonexpansive multifunc-

tion on a hyperconvex space admits a nonexpansive point valued selection. This

implies fixed point theorems for such multifunctions and to certain point val-

ued nonexpansive maps. The result is used to study best approximation and to

show the space of all nonexpansive maps of a bounded hyperconvex space is

hyperconvex.

0. Introduction

In this paper we will obtain fixed point theorems for certain multifunctions.

A multifunction on D is a function with values in the collection of nonempty

subsets of its "range" space. A point x of D is stationary or fixed point for

M if x is contained in the set M(x). Apart from any intrinsic interest multis

may have, they are of some importance in economics, game theory and differ-

ential inclusions [4 and 5]. They appear to be a necessary ingredient for the

understanding of nonlinear one parameter semigroups [3].

Perhaps the first multi fixed point theorem was Kakutani's generalization of

Brouwer's Theorem. If M is defined on a Euclidean ball B, has nonempty

closed convex values, and has "graph", \J{(x,M(x)): x e B} , which is closed

in BxB, then M has a fixed point. The closed graph assumption in Kakutani's

Theorem is equivalent to upper semicontinuity of the multi in the Hausdorff

metric. If a stronger assumption is made, namely continuity in the Hausdorff

metric, a very easy proof is possible. For each x in D let T(x) be the unique
point of M(x) which is closest to x . Hausdorff continuity of M implies that

the point map T is a continuous self map of D so Brouwer's Theorem gives

the result under this stronger assumption. Here our fixed point theorem will be

established by the same selection trick.

Recall that for bounded sets A and B in a metric space, S1, we set

770(^, B) = sup{dist(x, B) : x e A}

and then define the Hausdorff metric by

_ H(A,B) = max{H0(A,B),HQ(B,A)}.
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Then a multi is nonexpansive in the Hausdorff metric if

H(M(x),M(y))<dist(x,y).

From this point on we will use d(-, •) for both the metric in S and the Hausdorff

metric on bounded subsets of S.

We will use B(p;r) to denote the closed (solid) ball about p with radius r

in any metric space. A metric space is called hyperconvex if it has the following

property. Let {pa} be any collection of points and {ra} corresponding real

numbers. If

d(pa,Pß)<ra + rß

then

f]B(pa;ra)^0.

The terminology is due to Aronszajn and Panitchpakdi [1] who proved that a

hyperconvex space is a nonexpansive retract of any metric space in which it is

isometrically embedded. Soardi [ 14] and the author [ 12] showed independently

that a nonexpansive (point valued) map of a bounded hyperconvex space has

fixed points. Both of these expositions were in the concrete setting of function

spaces. The reader will find general expositions in Bâillon [2], Kirk [8] and the

survey of Jawhari, Misane, and Pouzet [7]. In the last reference the exposition

is so general that the rader will have to relearn the definition of metric space.

A multifunction generalization of this fixed point theorem is the main goal of

this paper.

If 77 is a hyperconvex space let J = {~\B(pa ;ra) be a nonempty ball inter-

section. Then J is itself a hyperconvex space. If we define the e-parallel set

J + s by

J + s = [J{B(s;e):SeJ}

then a straightforward application of hyperconvexity yields

J + e = Ç]B(pa;ra + e)

so J+e is closed and if d(x ,J)<s then x is in J+e . We omit the arguments

which may be found in [13]. A standard hyperconvexity argument is to show

that an intersection of balls is nonempty by showing the balls have nonempty

intersections in pairs. We will use this argument repeatedly.

1. Selection and fixed points

Throughout, 77 will denote a hyperconvex space and S an arbitrary metric

space. We will consider a multifunction M defined on S with values which

are nonempty ball intersections in 77. Since the values of M are then bounded

subsets of H the Hausdorff metric is defined for any pair of values of M and

nonexpansiveness makes sense for such a map.
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Theorem 1. Let M be a nonexpansive map of S with values which are nonempty

ball intersections in H. Then M admits a nonexpansive point valued selection.

Proof. Consider the family {Ma} of all nonexpansive nonempty ball inter-

section valued multifunctions with Ma(s) contained in M(s). This class is

nonempty as M itself certainly belongs. We put a partial order on {Ma} by

inclusion of the graphs in S x 77. Let MQ be the intersection of the graphs

of a maximal chain in {Ma}. For each s in S it is clear that MQ(s) is a

nonempty ball intersection contained in M(s). We need to show that MQ is

nonexpansive in the Hausdorff metric. For any pair of points 5 and t in S let

r = d(s ,t). Then as each Ma is nonexpansive we have

M0(s) c Mo(s) c Ma(t) + r.

It follows that M0(s) is in MQ(t) + r and since the argument is symmetric we

have that MQ is nonexpansive.

Now we will show the minimality of M0 implies that it is point valued.

Suppose for some point í in 5 the value M0(t) contains wx and w2. We

then define

M*(.) = M0(-)xxB(2x;d(.,t))

on S. We claim that M * is a nonexpansive nonempty ball intersection valued

multi with

M*(-)CM0(.).

Moreover M*(t) = {wx} so minimality of MQ shows that wx and w2 could

not be distinct points. Thus we are done once we establish our claim.

It is immediate from the definition of M * that the values are ball intersec-

tions. To show the values are nonempty set r = d(t,s) yielding

{wx}cM0(t)cMQ(s) + r.

Thus B(wx;d(s ,t)) meets M0(s) so M*(s) is nonempty.

To show that M* is nonexpansive take a pair of points sx and s2 in S and

set r = d(sx ,s2). Suppose c is a point of M*(sx). We must show that there

is a point c in M*(s2) with d(c,c) < r. Let M(s2) = f\Bx. Thus we must

show

f]BxnB(wx;d(t,s2))xxB(c;r) ¿0.

Now B(c ;r)f)5i/0 because M0 was nonexpansive. Next we claim

B(wx\d(t,s2))xxBx ¿0

for we showed above that M * had nonempty values. Finally we claim

B(wx;d(t,s2))nB(c;r)¿0

for

d(wx ,c) < d(t,sx) < d(t,s2) + d(s2,sx)

= d(t,s2) + r,
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where the first inequality holds because c is in M*(sx). Since the intersection

of balls is nonempty in pairs, the complete intersection is nonempty and we

may take c to be any point of this complete intersection. This completes the

proof.

Recall that if M is a multi from S to S then s is a fixed point of M if s

is contained in M (s).

Corollary 2. If M is a nonexpansive nonempty ball intersection valued multi on

a bounded hyperconvex space H then M has fixed points.

Proof. We apply the Selection Theorem to obtain a point valued nonexpansive

map T. The (point valued) nonexpansive map theorem yields an x in 77 with

Tx = x . Thus M(x) contains x.

Remarks. ( 1 ) For both the theorem and the corollary we do not know if non-

empty ball intersection values can be replaced with nonempty bounded hyper-

convex values. Hyperconvex sets have poor intersection properties. Bâillon has

shown that a collection of hyperconvex sets in 77 has a nonempty hyperconvex

intersection if each finite subcollection has a nonempty hyperconvex intersection

[2].
(2) The analogous properties in Hubert space may fail. Even in finite dimen-

sions there is a point selection only if the Lipschitz constant of the selection is

allowed to increase. Thus in infinite dimensional Hilbert space it is no surprise

that there may be no point valued selection for any Lipschitz constant. Exam-

ples of this can be found in [5]. The question of whether a nonexpansive multi

on a closed bounded convex set in Hilbert space with nonempty closed convex

values has fixed points is apparently open.

Besides being nonempty we can show that the fixed point set has some struc-

ture.

Corollary 3. Let M be a nonexpansive nonempty ball intersection valued multi

on a hyperconvex space 77 with a nonempty fixed point set. Then Fix(T) is a

hyperconvex set.

Proof. This is really a corollary as the proof of Theorem 1. We will show that

the selection of a point valued map can be made preserving the fixed point set of

M. As before we define M0 but now require of the members of the maximal

chain that they all have the same fixed point set as M. Now we must show

that the one point reduction can also be done preserving the fixed point set.

If « in 77 is such that M0(u) contains more than one point and contains a

fixed point then u itself is the unique fixed point of MQ(u). We set wx = u

as in the proof of the theorem. If x is fixed for M0 it is trivial that x is

in B(wx;r) where r = d(x,u). Thus in this case M* will have Fi\(M*)

contained in Fix(Af0). As the graphs nest downward we actually have equality.

In case MAu) is fixed point free we must select wx in M0(u) with a little

care. Suppose M0(u) = f]Bx and that x is fixed for MQ. Then B(x;d(x,u))
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meets the ball intersection f) Bk as MQ is nonexpansive. Thus

P| B(x ; d(x, u)) xx M0(u) ¿ 0

by hyperconvexity where the first intersection is over all fixed points of M0.

We take wx to be any point in this nonempty intersection and with that choice

have our claim that M admits a nonexpansive point selection T with Fix( T) =

Fix(yVf ). It was shown in [11] that the fixed point set of a nonexpansive point

valued map of a hyperconvex space is hyperconvex. Then Fix(A7) = Fix(T) is

hyperconvex and we are done.

Remark. In the reference given in the proof above the setting was a function

space and the domain was assumed bounded. The boundedness assumption

can be dispensed with if Fix(T) is assumed nonempty. See also [2] for the

hyperconvex setting where again the assumption that the domain be bounded

can be replaced with the assumption that Fix(T) is not empty.

Let M be a nonexpansive nonempty ball intersection valued multi on a

hyperconvex space 77. For any e > 0 we define the multi Me by Me(x) =

M(x) + e where M(x) + e is the e-parallel set of M(x). Then M£ is also

a nonempty ball intersection valued by properties of parallel sets given in the

introduction. We claim that M£ is nonexpansive. Here is the argument for

this claim. Suppose d(x ,y) = r and c is a point in M(x) + e. Also suppose

M(y) = f\B(xa;ra). Then for some s in yVf(x) we have d(c,s) < e and also,

as M is nonexpansive, there is a point s' in M(y) so that d(s ,s') < r. Then

d(c,xa) < d(c,s) + d(s,s') + d(s',xa) <e + r + ra.

Thus there is a point c  in M Ay) with d(c ,c) < r.

Definition. The e-fixed point set of a multi M is given by

Fix£(M) = {x € 77: d(x,M(x)) < e}.

Corollary 4. Let M be a nonexpansive nonempty ball intersection valued on H.

Then the e-fixed point is hyperconvex.

Proof. The e-fixed point set of M is the fixed point set of Me.

Remark. It was shown in [13] that the e-fixed point set of nonexpansive point

valued map of a hyperconvex space is hyperconvex by exploiting the existence

of certain retract maps which move points small distances.

If A is any nonempty bounded set in 77 we define the ball hull of A by

b(A) = f]{Ba:BaDA}

where {Ba} here is the collection of all balls in 77. If M is a nonexpansive

multi with nonempty bounded values we define the map bM by

(bM)(x) = b(M(x)).

It is easily seen that then bM is nonempty ball intersection valued. It is

less clear that bM is also nonexpansive.  We argue as follows.  Let c be in
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bM(x),d(x,y) = r, and bM(y) = f)7?(xa ;ra). For each a it is easy to show

that M(x) is contained in 7?(xa ; ra + r). Thus c being in the ball hull of M(x)

is in this ball as well. Hence die,x ) < r +r and so

B(x;r)xxB(xa;ra)£0.

It follows that B(c;r) meets bM(y). This gives us a point c in bM(y) with

d(c,c) < r so bM is nonexpansive.

Corollary 5. If M is nonexpansive with nonempty values on a bounded hyper-

convex space 77 then there exists a point x with x contained in bM(x).

Proof. Immediate from the Selection Theorem and the preceding discussion.

If A is any bounded nonempty set in 77 we set r(A) = (l/2)di&(A) and

define the (unrestricted) center of A to be the set

ZA = f]{B(x;r(A)):xeA}.

Then ZA is a nonempty ball intersection. If z is in ZA then A is contained

in B(z;r(A)) and conversely if z has this property then z is in ZA. So in a

hyperconvex space we see that the (Chebyshev) radius is half of the diameter.

It is a direct application of hyperconvexity that r(bA) = r(A) and ZbA = ZA .

A good reference on Chebyshev points and approximation is [6].

If M is a multi on 77 with bounded nonempty values we define the multi

ZM by
(ZM)(x) = Z(M(x)).

This is not necessarily nonexpansive even if M is. (We give examples later in

this section.) In spite of this fact we have

Theorem 6. If M is a nonexpansive multi with nonempty bounded values on a

hyperconvex space H then there is a nonexpansive point valued selection from

ZM.

Proof. We can embed 77 isometrically in C(E) for some extremely discon-

nected compact Hausdorff space E . Such a function space is itself hyperconvex.

See [7 and 9] for these facts. Let M' = bM where the centers are computed in

C(E). For each x in 77 the set M'(x) is a bounded closed order interval in

C(E) and M1 is nonexpansive from 77 into C(E). Hence

M'(x) = {feC(E):lx<f<ux}

where / and u are the lower and upper function of bounded closed order

interval Af'(x). These functions are in C(E) even if they are not in 77. The

map S defined by Sx = \(lx + ux) is easily shown to be a nonexpansive point

valued map of 77 into C(E). This is still computing centers in C(E) not 77

however. Now 77 is a hyperconvex subset of C(E) so there is a retract map

it of C(E) onto 77. Then x —» nSx is nonexpansive and point valued from

77 to 77. Since the approximation properties will, if anything, be better from

C(E) than from 77 we see that for each x the point nSx is in the center of

M(x) computed with respect to 77. So this last map gives the desired selection.
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Corollary 7. Let M be a nonexpansive multi with nonempty values on a bounded

hyperconvex space H. Then there is a point x with x contained in ZM(x).

Proof. Immediate from the preceding theorem and the hyperconvex fixed point

theorem.

For an arbitrary bounded nonempty set A in 77 the set of centers, ZA,

need not meet A. If ^4 is hyperconvex we do have ZAxx A ^ 0. The in-

tersection AZxxA is just what we would get computing the center of A with

respect to the hyperconvex superset A . We will use the notation RZA for this

restricted center set. Let M be a nonexpansive nonempty hyperconvex valued

multi on a bounded hyperconvex space 77. If RZM admitted a nonexpan-

sive point valued extension then we would have a fixed point theorem for such

multifunctions. Such a selection theorem is not possible as our next example

shows.

Example 8. On [0,1] let

l(x) =-I + x    and    m(x) = 1-x.

We will take for H the set {/ e Lx[0,1] : I <f<u} . Let A(X) be the set of

lines of slope X truncated by / below and u above. Then 77 is hyperconvex

and for each -1 < X < 1 the set A(X) is isometric to the real interval [-1,1]

so is also hyperconvex. An easy computation shows that d(A( 1 ), A(-1 )) = 2/3.

For either of these two sets if z is a restricted center we must show z(0) = 0.

This implies that the restricted center of either set is a singleton. From this fact

we can compute without difficulty d(RZA(l),RZA(-1)) = 1. Similarly the

map from -1 < X < 1 to A (X) is nonexpansive. The set 77 contains isometric

copies of the interval [-1,1]. Now any set L in 77 which is an isometric copy

of [-1,1] will be hyperconvex so will be the range of a nonexpansive (point

valued) retract map on 77. Putting this retract map together with the map of L

to {A(X)} obtained by identification gives M a hyperconvex valued multi on

77. The computation made for ,4(1) and A(-l) shows that no nonexpansive

selection from RZM exists.

Example 9. We will construct a multi whose values are nonempty order intervals
2 2

of 7? . Now an order interval in R is just a (closed bounded) rectangle so

is described by two points, the southwest and the northeast corners. Let A =

Rect[/^ , uA] where lA and uA are the two points in R2 given by

lA = (0,0),       uA = (10,l).

Let B = Rect[lB ; uB] with

lB = (0,3),       uB = (S,3).

A straightforward and dull computation shows that d(A,B) = 2 while

d(ZA, ZB) = 3.

Here is how to embed A and B as values of a multi. In §3 we will show

that the collection of all nonempty ball intersections in a bounded hyperconvex
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space is hyperconvex. So we pick p and q with d(p,q) = 2. Define M on

the doubleton set {p ,q} by

M(p) = A,        M(q) = B.

The Aronszajn-Panitchpakdi Extension Theorem then gives us a nonexpan-

sive rectangle valued map from Rect[(0,0) ;(10,10)]. The assignment of values

at p and q implies that ZM fails to be nonexpansive.

It remains open whether a nonexpansive nonempty hyperconvex valued mul-

tifunction on a bounded hyperconvex space must have fixed points. These ex-

amples show that some otherwise promising downward induction arguments

cannot work and make the existence of fixed points less likely.

2. Best approximation

In a strictly convex Banach space the best approximation map to a compact

convex set is point valued. In other Banach spaces the best approximation map

is set valued. We will consider best approximation to ball intersections in a

hyperconvex space. If / is a nonempty ball intersection in 77 and x is an

arbitrary point of 77 it follows immediately from hyperconvexity that the best

approximation

A(x) = B(x;r)xxJ

where r = d(x,J) is a nonempty ball intersection.  But easy examples show

that A fails to be nonexpansive. For this let / be the ball about the origin in

R2 of radius 1   (/^ metric!). Let p be (2,0) and q be (1,1).

Then d(p, q) = 1 but d(A(p), A(q)) = 2. In spite of this we have

Theorem 10. Let J be a nonempty ball intersection in H and A the best approx-

imation map. Then there is a nonexpansive nonempty ball intersection valued

multi C with C(x)cA(x).

Proof. We define C by

C(x) = Ç\{A(y) + d(x,y):yeH}.

The inclusion C(x) c A(x) is clear as is the fact that the values of C are ball

intersections. We must show that the values are nonempty and C is nonexpan-

sive. Suppose J = Ç\BX. Then clearly

A(y) = B(y;d(y,J))nJ

is nonempty. So to show C(x) nonempty it suffices to show

B(yx;d(yx ,J)) + d(x ,yx) xx B(y2;d(y2,J)) + d(x ,y2) ¿ 0.

But x belongs to both of these sets so C(x) ^ 0. For nonexpansiveness pick

x, and x2 in 77. We need to show

C(x,) c C'(x2) + d(xx,x2).
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Thus we need to show

f][A(z) + d(xx, z)] Ç f][A(y) + d(y,x2) + d(xx ,x2)].

But d(y ,x2) + d(xx, x2) > d(y ,xx) so we will be done if we show that the left-

hand side of the inclusion is contained in A(y) + d(y ,x,). Take the z value

in the left-hand side to be y and the required inclusion is obvious. So we are

done.

Corollary 11. Let J be a nonempty ball intersection in a hyperconvex space 77.

Then there is a nonexpansive point valued selection from the best approximation

map.

Proof. Since the multi C of Theorem 10 is nonexpansive nonempty ball inter-

section valued we can apply Theorem 1.

Remarks. (1) This corollary sharpens a result of [13] which gave a point valued

nonexpansive retract map from J + e to J which is e-constant.

(2) The analogous result holds trivially in Hilbert space. There the best

approximation map to a compact convex set (which is itself point valued) is

nonexpansive.

(3) A standard concrete example is J = [I < g < u], a nonempty closed

bounded order interval in /^ . In this case the existence of the nonexpansive

selection of best approximation is completely trivial. For any three real numbers

{a, b, c} let Mid[a, b, c] denote the middle value. Then the map

T/(x) = Mid[/(x),/(x),w(x)]

is the required nonexpansive best approximation selection. In this setting The-

orem 1 has an easy proof as well. If Mx = [lx , ux] we set

T(x) = \(lx + ux)

to get a nonexpansive point valued selection from M.

(A) The range of a nonexpansive point valued selection of best approxima-

tion need not be a ball intersection. The diagonal of the unit square in R

is hyperconvex and has a point valued best approximation defined on the unit

square. This set is clearly not a ball intersection. Still not every hyperconvex

set will admit a point valued selection of best approximation. For this let the

set be the graph of y = jx contained in [0 < x < 2] x [0 < y < 1].

Corollary 12. Let J be a nonempty ball intersection in 77. Let T be a nonex-

pansive point valued map of J into 77. Then there is a point x0 in J so that

x0 is a best approximation from J to Tx0.

Proof. Let it be a nonexpansive point valued selection from the best approx-

imation map to J. Consider the map S = nT from J to J. As S is

nonexpansive on J there is a point x0 in J with Sx0 = x0 . This x0 is a best

approximation in J to 7x0 .

Remark. This is a hyperconvex version of a Theorem of Ky Fan.
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Corollary 13. Let J be a nonempty ball intersection in 77 and T a nonexpan-

sive point valued map of J into 77. We assume the boundary condition that for

x in dJ then x is not in the best approximation set from J of Tx. Then T

has a fixed point (which is then necessarily in the interior of J).

Proof. This follows directly from the preceding corollary.

We have a multifunction version of this also.

Corollary 14. Let J be a nonempty ball intersection in 77 and M a nonexpan-

sive nonempty ball intersection valued multi on J into 77. Assume the boundary

condition that if x is in dJ then x is not in the best approximation set of w

for any w in M(x). Then M has a fixed point (necessarily in the interior of

J).

Proof. We first take a nonexpansive point valued selection T from M. The

previous corollary applied to T gives the conclusion.

3. Ultra structure for hyperconvex spaces

Let 57(77) denote the collection of nonempty ball intersections in 77. This

is a metric space under the Hausdorff metric as all members are bounded sets.

Theorem 15.  BI(H) is hyperconvex.

Proof. Given a collection {Aa} of members of BI(H) and corresponding reals

{ra} satisfying

d(Aa,Aß)<rQ + rß.

We must show that

f)B(Aa;ra)¿0.

Let Aa = H B(p(a, i) ; r(a, /)) and consider the subset of 77 given by

C = f]f]B(p(a,i);r(a,i) + ra).
a     i

We claim that this ball intersection is nonempty so is in 57(77) and satisfies

certain inequalities in the Hausdorff metric so will be in the required BI(H)

ball intersection. To show C is nonempty it is sufficient to consider a pair

of balls, B(p(a,i);r(a,i) + ra) and B(p(ß ,j);r(ß ,j) + rß). Pick any points

sa in Aa and sß in AB with d(sa,sB) < ra + rB which we may do by the

assumptions. Now

d(p(a,i),p(ß,j)) <d(p(a,i),sa) + d(sa,sß) + d(sß,p(ß,f))

<r(a,i) + ra + rß + r(ß,j).

This shows that C is nonempty. Now we must show d(An,C) < ra. If c is

in C then for any fixed value of a we claim there is a point ca in Aa with

d(c,ca) < r . Because c is in C we have d(c,p(a,i)) < r(a,i) + ra which

implies

B(c,r )xxA   ¿0.
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This shows that we have the required ca. For the other needed inclusion we

suppose ca is a point of Aa and we must find c in C with d(c,ca) < ra.

Now ca in Aa implies d(ca,p(a,i)) <r(a,i). For any ß we find cß in Aß

so that

dicayCß)<ra + rß.

Then

d(ca,p(ß,j)) < d(ca,cß) + d(cß,p(ß,j))

<ra + rß + r(ß,j).

This gives

B(c ;r)xxC¿0
\  a y   a' '

which shows the existence of the required point c. Thus we are done.

Let S1 be an arbitrary metric space and 77 a bounded hyperconvex space.

We will denote the collection of all nonexpansive maps from S into 77 by

N(S, 77). If we use the supremum over S then N(S ,77) is a metric space.

Theorem 16.  N(S, H) is hyperconvex.

Proof. We assume that we have a collection {Ta} of members of N(S, 77) and

a corresponding set of reals {ra} satisfying

d(Ta(s),Tß(s))<ra + rß

for all s in S. We define a multi M mapping S into 77 by

M(s) = f]B(Ts(s);ra).

The hyperconvexity of 77 shows that for each i in S the value M(s) is a

nonempty ball intersection in 77 by a now familiar argument. To show that

M is nonexpansive we take sx and s2 in S with d(sx ,s2) = r. Let c, be in

M(sx). We will show that there is a point c2 in M(s2) with d(cx ,c2) < r. We

claim that

B(cx;r)xxM(s2)¿0.

Now d(cx, Ta(sx)) < ra and d(Ta(sx), Ta(s2)) < r so

d(cx,Ta(s2))<r + ra.

Thus M is nonexpansive. The Section Theorem gives a point valued nonexpan-

sive map which lies in the N(S, 77) ball intersection as required. This finished

the proof.

Next we will consider the case that 77 is contained in S. We will denote

the set of all nonexpansive maps of S into 77 which are the identity on 77 by

N0(S ,77). We still assume that 77 is a bounded hyperconvex set.

Theorem 17.  NQ(S,H) is hyperconvex.

Proof. We again start with a collection {Ta} of members of N0(S,77) and

corresponding reals {ra} with

d(Ta(s),Tß(s))<ra + rß.
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Again define a multi M by

M(s) = f)B(Ta(s);rJ.

We will extend the identity map on 77 to a nonexpansive retract map n of

5 onto 77 with the additional property that n(s) is in M(s) for all i in 5.

Assume that n is such an extension to D a superset of 77 and x is not in D.

We define the target set

targ(x) = P) B(iiw ; d(w , x)) xx M(x)

with the intersection taken over all w in Ö. Standard binary ball intersection

arguments show that targ(x) is nonempty in 77. A moment's reflection shows

that taking n(x) to be any point in this nonempty subset of 77 gives us a

retract map with the required properties of D U {x} . We then obtain it on all

of S as the union of the graphs of a maximal chain of extensions. This retract

map is in the appropriate ball intersection so we have shown that N0(S ,H) is

hyperconvex.

Suppose that T is nonexpansive point valued on 77 and Fix(T) is nonempty.

Then Fix(T) is a nonexpansive retract of 77.

Corollary 18. Let T be nonexpansive on a bounded hyperconvex space H. Then

there is a nonexpansive retract map it of 77 onto Fix(T) so that nT = Tit.

Proof. Note first that for any map into Fix(T) we have Tn = it. Now

NQ(H, Fix(T)) is hyperconvex and consists of all nonexpansive retract maps

of 77 onto Fix(T). The map it —> nT is a nonexpansive map on the bounded

hyperconvex space N0(H, Fix(T)) so this map has a fixed point it0. Then

7t0 = it0T and this together with the observation at the beginning of the proof

gives a commuting nonexpansive retract map.

Remark. This result was obtained in [10] under the assumption that Fix(T) be

nonempty instead of 77 bounded. The argument here is completely different.
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